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There are studies on multimodal communication in different disciplines
nowadays coming from general explorations into the nature of such communication (cf. McNeill 2000; Müller et al. 2013; Seyfeddinipur, Gullberg 2014)
to more specific works which entail investigations on kinetic activity of hands
(Beattie 2016 and many others), head (see Hadar et al. 1985; Bull 1987; Kousidis et al. 2013) and other parts of body in their relation to speech (Turchyn et
al. 2018) or in isolation.
This paper discusses the correlation between two kinetic channels: manual
(movements of hands) and cephalic (head movements) ones. The correlation
is both formal and functional. From the formal point of view we track cephalic
turns and the manual gestures which overlap with them. Functionally, we are
looking at the meaning of those movements with correlate with each other in
these two channels along the phases of the discourse (Telling / Conversation
/ Retelling).
The material is from our corpus resource called “Russian Pear Chats and
Stories” (see www.multidiscourse.ru): Recording 22 (duration 18 minutes) – 3
individual videos with total duration 54 minutes (Pear Chat – Pears222).
We focus on cephalic turns in the discourse, that are turns of a head to the
right or to the left and the position when the participant returns his/her head
in an enface position (as it is called in our corpus ‘straightening of a head’).
The manual gestures are elaborated in more detail having the phases of
preparation, stroke and retraction annotated (Litvinenko et al. 2017).
The physical form of the manual and cephalic movements determines the
way we annotate them3and define their functional potential (communicative
role in the discourse). The roles are different and they lie on the imaginary axis
where one extreme is the most formally and functionally (potentially) signifi1
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For more technical details of our corpus, please, visit www.multidiscourse.ru .
3
The schema is realized in ELAN programme.
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cant movements, e.g. a gesture (UpDown4 movement; a gesture of the hands
depicting a bicycle) through less significant, e.g. the so-called adaptors (‘Let
one’s fingers through one’s hair’ movement; fidgeting movement of hands) to
those movements which change the cephalic or manual postures (e.g. TurnLeft; changing the location of the hands from one neutral position to the other).
Here we present the analysis of cephalic turns (and straightenings) and
their correlation with manual gestures (cf.: other types of hand movements).
We have 54 minutes (3 videos of 18 minutes long each) with a detailed cephalic annotation in 8 ELAN tiers for both cephalic and manual movements.
Thus, the interchannel analysis goes in terms of:
1) cephalic turns (left/right/repeated/straight; duration);
2) their collocations with other cephalic movements (which head movements can combine with turns);
3) manual correlates with cephalic turns (gestural phases);
4) the mode of interchannel correlation (overlap / absence of overlap)
5) the place of cephalic-manual ‘units’ in the discourse (listening/speaking phase);
6) their functions (gesture/adaptor/posture change; functional meanings).
The conclusions are drawn on the statistical analysis of the above-mentioned
parameters and discussed alongside the framework of our corpus project.
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We have tagged all movements based on the formal physical approach.

